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___ the end of film that you havent seen before.A. reveal B. rewrite

C. revise D. reverse2.Hes watching TV? Hes ___ to be cleaning his

room.A. known B. supposed C. regarded D. considered3.The old

couple decided to ___ a boy and a girl though they had three

children of their own.A. adapt B. bring C. receive D. adopt4.The

government is trying to do something to ___ better understanding

between the two countries.A. raise B. promote C. heighten D.

increase5.The newspaper did not mention the ___ of the damage

caused by the fire.A. range B. level C. extent D. quantity6.The soldier

was ___ of running away when the enemy attacked.A. scolded B.

charged C. accused D. punished7.When he arrived, he found ___

the aged and the sick at home.A. none but B. none other than C.

nothing but D. no other than8.Our corporations obligation under

this ___ is limited to repair or replacement.A. warranty B. license C.

market D. necessity9.They are a firm of good repute and have large

financial ___ .A. reserves B. savings C. storages D. resources10.In the

past 10 years, the company has gradually ___ all of its smaller

rivals.A. engaged B. occupied C. monopolized D. absorbed1.We

shall send you commercial invoice, bills of lading and insurance

certificates so that you can ___ the goods on a D/P basis.A. consume

B. complain C. concern D claim2.We have at present not any ___ of

the furniture as you required.A. mark B. inventory C. stock D.



account3.As we are on the point of some important business ___

with them, we should like to know exactly about their credit

standing.A. transmitting B. transferring C. transacting D.

transporting4.A year ago the firm had a ___ loss of 4.3 million dollars

or 20 cents a share after all necessary deduction.A. total B. gross C.

net D. clear5.The mayor is a woman with great ___ and therefore

deserves our political and financial support.A. intention B. instinct

C. integrity D. intensity6.The doctor was asked to go back to the

hospital because of ___ case.A. an operation B. an emergency C. a

treatment D. an incident7.In spite of the wide range of reading

material specially written or ___ for language learning purposes,

there is yet no comprehensive systematic program for the reading

skills.A. adapted B. acknowledged C. assembled D.

appointed8.Their confidence in him was greatly ___ by his

prolonged hesitation before taking any action.A. appreciated B.

confirmed C. weakened D. cherished9.What seems confusing and

fragmented at first might well become ___ a third time.A. clean and

measurable B. notable and systematicC. pure and wholesome D.

clear and organic10.His tastes and habits ___ with those of his

wife.A. combine B. compete C. coincide D. compromise 100Test 下
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